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What is “the internet?”
Where did it come from?

How did we get here?



“The internet” is a moving target

1993

1996

1999



Expanding our internet imaginary
beyond the “standard folklore”



BBSing 101:
Typical logical structure

Login
Screen

Main Menu

Mail Messages Files Doors

Logout
Screen

Incoming
Call

“Computer Bulletin Board (CBB) is a term used to describe a service that 
remote callers can access using a telephone and a computer terminal to 
access various functions.” (Myers, 1983)



Roadmap

❏ Amateur telecom
❏ Origin story for the 

modem world
❏ Methodological notes
❏ Four key features of the 

modem world
❏ Provocations for 2014



A tradition of amateur telecom



A tradition of amateur telecom

Amateur Radio 
Relay League

(ARRL)

Citizens Band 
(CB)

VHF/FM 
Repeaters

“Loop lines”

Store-and-forward network design

Low barriers to entry

Local/regional community institutions

Unexpected uses for consumer tech



Amateur telecom + microcomputing
“A great many readers understand the impact 
that computers are going to have on amateur 
radio…”

“Two amateurs can use their [computers] to 
communicate by Morse, RTTY with Baudot 
code, RTTY with ASCII code, or any other 
agreeable system...Pity the old timer.”

“An unusually high percentage of the 
computer hobbyists seem to also be radio 
amateurs, so you might find a [computer 
convention] fun.” 

“Amateurs, by virtue of their head start in 
electronics will have a decided advantage if 
they want to get into the sales or service of 
small computer systems.” (Green, 1976)



Methodological challenges



Methodological challenges

❏ Most BBS activity 
was ephemeral

❏ Old diskettes decay
❏ Memories fade
❏ Institutional archives 

just starting to emerge



Methodological opportunities



Origin story for the modem world

CBBS
Chicago, IL
1978-1994



Modem world origin story:
Emerging out of a technical culture

CBBS was born of the conditions 
“all the pieces are there, it is 
snowing like @#$%, let’s hack.”



Modem world origin story
Amateur values in practice

Extended the sociality of a pre-
existing organization

Minimized long distance tolls 

Prioritized ease of 
implementation

Shared results with peers



Modem world origin story:
Diffusion of the BBS idea



Four modem world features in detail

Low barriers to entry
BBSes flourishes among niche communities
Diffusing beyond hobbyist technical culture

Store-and-forward inter-networking
Enables trans-regional communication
Lowers system-wide costs

Regional communities form around local systems
Unique local cultures
Opportunities for conflict resolution

Gateways and interconnection
Public access to transnational e-mail, news
BBSes become local ISPs



Low barriers to entry 

T.A.R.D.I.S. BBS
Indianapolis, IN

1985-1992



Low barriers to entry:
Focus on community-building

“I kept a simple philosophy, run a BBS 
that anybody, using any equipment could 
use. 
This included the deaf and blind people 
who had difficulty in the old days.” 
(O’Nan, 2006)



Low barriers to entry:
Microcomputer ecology

$699 (1984) $159 (1985)

$219 (1984)$1600 (1981)

But significant 
longevity...

$250 (1985)



Low barriers to entry:
“The $500 Anarchy Machine”

“You don’t need a lot of bells and whistles. 
Amber letters read as nicely as red, blue, and 
purple letters, and a monochrome system is 
much cheaper than a color system.

“Find bargains at your local 
computer shop. Products are 
often ‘orphaned,’ made obsolete 
by new products.” 

(Wade, 1990, 26-27)



Low barriers to entry:
“Ladies-only” messaging areas

“During the BBS years when a female got on a BBS it was 
usually a nightmare with all sorts of people hitting on you…

Doc provided something different, a ladies only section that 
was really for the ladies only, I mean he let us run that part 
of his board, even he stayed out of it, he had a couple of 
other ladies who were cosysops who ran the ladies board.” 

-- Tilly M.

"To this day, I don't know what went on in that room!"
-- Thomas “Doc” O’Nan



Low barriers to entry:
Active moderation and “co-sysops”

“The neat thing was that I had 3500 users able to log in at 
the end, 750 of them were regulars, about 40 were more 
than daily callers. I became friends with many of my users 
and still keep contact with them today using iChat and e-
mail.  My co-sysops were all wonderful people and the 
community that grew around the TARDIS was something I 
will always cherish.

-- Thomas “Doc” O’Nan



Hobbyist inter-networking

FidoNet
North America, Europe

1984-Present



Hobbyist inter-networking:
From BBSing to FidoNet

"FidoNet is a true 
electronic mail system 
supported by the Fido 
Bulletin Board System 
software, under MSDOS 
version 2. It's function is to 
transfer textual   
messages, and binary 
files, between physically 
seperate computers on an 
automatic, unattended 
basis." (Bush, 1993) 



Hobbyist inter-networking:
Each BBS is a network

BBS



Hobbyist inter-networking:
Nearby BBS networks overlap

BBS 0

BBS 1

508 617

$

$



Hobbyist inter-networking:
Reducing costs throughout the system

BBS 0

BBS 1

508 617

$



Hobbyist inter-networking:
From inception (1984) to peak (1993)

Year Nodes

1984 100

1985 600

1986 1400

1987 2500

1988 4000

1989 6500

1990 9000

1991 11000

1992 16000

1993 20000 (Bush, 1993)



Regional communities and identities

The Crossover Net
Phoenix, AZ
1992-1996



Regional communities:
Unique local preferences, expertise

“[Phoenix] had nearly 
1000 boards of a variety 
of types. The group that I 
belonged to was the RG 
group...running 
Renegade software-- the 
easiest to use and most 
popular in the city.” 

-- Mirage (2004)

“I first started BBSing in 1990 at a friend's 
house. I moved to Phoenix in 1991 and found a 
listing of local boards in a computer magazine. 
I found the boards run by people like myself: 
geeks, punks, hippies…”



Regional communities:
The typical hobbyist “one-liner”

Microcomputer

Modem

Data storage

Host software

Standard 
telephone line



Regional communities:
Venues for local interests, issues



Regional communities:
Opportunities for conflict resolution

“Between 93-96, there was almost always at least one GT 
a month, sometimes two.”

“One good thing about [Phoenix] was a standing rule that 
we had: whatever was said on the boards *stayed* on the 
boards. So you could slam the shit out of someone online, 
but if you saw them at a GT, everyone was cool to each 
other.”

“In all the years, I can only recall one fight ever occuring at 
a GT, and that was between a regular user and a NOB 
(not-on-boards) person who was a friend of a friend.”

“Another good thing about GTs was: if you were a new 
user and you went to a GT and physically *met* 
everybody, then they were far more likely to be cool (or at 
least cooler) to you on the boards.” (Mirage, 2004)



Gateways and interconnection

Crazy House BBS
Port Charlotte, FL

1989-1999



Gateways and interconnections:
From 2 to 16 lines in 3 years

“The chat room was by far the most used 
feature”

-- Sysop Tim Grzechowski (2004)



Gateways and interconnections:
“Florida Network Technologies, Inc.”

“The FIRST 
private Internet 
Service Provider 
(ISP) in the 941 
area code.”



Gateways and interconnection:
Crazy House BBS was “the internet”

“Crazy House was local to callers over 
more than a 75 mile north/south distance 
along Florida's Gulf Coast with a population 
of more than half a million people.  Not bad 
for a BBS in rural America!

“[But by 1997], I saw the writing on the wall. 
The big ISP's were taking over, Mom-n-Pop 
ISP's like mine were becoming a dime a 
dozen.  There was little room for the little 
guy...I reluctantly sold.”



Re-calling the modem world



Seven provocations 
from the modem world

1. Microcomputer platforms stayed in service for over a decade

2. Connections were only as fast and as long as needed

3. FidoNet enabled trans-local communication, rather than 
universal

4. Users knew where their data was stored

5. Users knew their sysops and the sysops knew their users

6. The cost of quitting a BBS was quite low

7. Every user could start their own BBS/FidoNet node



Thank you!

Kevin Driscoll, kedrisco@usc.edu





Academic v. Amateur Inter-networks
Academic, ARPA, NSF Amateur, BBSes, Fidonet

Hosts Minicomputers, mainframes Microcomputers

Clients Terminals, workstations Microcomputers

Infrastructure Leased lines, persistent, 
high throughput

Plain old telephone lines, 
intermittent, low throughput

Institutional
affiliations

University depts, military 
and industry research labs

Individuals, community orgs, 
small businesses

Costs Centralized in institutions Distributed among users

Access Affiliated researchers General public

Paradigm Time-sharing Peer-to-peer



CBBS origin story
Defending low barriers to entry

“People who suggest I 
make SIGNIFICANT 
changes to [XMODEM]
don't understand that the 
incredible simplicity of the 
protocol is one of the 
reasons it survived to this 
day in as many machines 
and programs as it may be 
found in!”
(Christensen, 1985)


